
CHEROKEE AN ENDANGERED LANGUAGE

This is the first in our new series which will be taking a look at some endangered languages around the world. Today
we're looking at Cherokee.

When he tried to convince the local leaders of the syllabary's usefulness, they doubted him, believing that the
symbols were merely ad hoc reminders. Our immediate priority is to contribute to some languages that are
particularly vulnerable. This type of recognition is really important for us and ensures that the word gets out to
people about Tribalingual. Sequoyah asked each to say a word, which he wrote down, and then called his
daughter in to read the words back. We have a list of languages that we target based on the level of
endangerment and potential interest to customers. By reading this speech, he convinced the eastern Cherokee
also to learn the system, after which it spread rapidly. People also want to learn our languages for practical
purposes. This took several months, during which it was rumored that he might be using the students for
sorcery. How many different ways are there of viewing the world? How do you find instructors? By the end of
the course, you should have basic communicative skills but also an understanding or insight into the culture of
these communities: the songs, the poems and the stories these people have passed down from generation to
generation. If we have a language with only 15 speakers and have five learners, we have increased the speaker
base by a third and have made a huge impact in the revitalization of the language. Though use of the Cherokee
syllabary declined after many of the Cherokee were genocidally extirpated to Indian Territory , present day
Oklahoma , it has survived in private correspondence, renderings of the Bible, and descriptions of Indian
medicine [33] and now can be found in books and on the internet among other places. And they belong to
three different large language families: Algonquin, Iroquoian and Siouan â€¦ Many of these languages
disappeared in North Carolina as a result of the speakers dying of infectious diseases and warfare. The student
could accomplish in a few weeks what students of English writing could learn in two years. They both took
language classes in high school and college. Flickr user cisc Would you walk me through what a student can
expect to do in a course? Research has long proven that speaking multiple languages improves cognition and
may even help ward off dementia as one ages. We have a thorough assessment procedure that takes into
account level of endangerment and revenue potential as well as policy support. I originally come from
Mongolia, but my maternal grandparents come from Siberia, from a place called Buryatia. And how human
really are we if we only understand one way of being human? He spent a year on this effort, leaving his fields
unplanted, so that his friends and neighbors thought he had lost his mind. Why do people want to learn these
languages?


